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ABSTRACT
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Core

The M3 system (ASPLOS ’16) proposed a hardware/software codesign that simplifies integration between general-purpose cores
and special-purpose accelerators, allowing users to easily utilize
them in a unified manner. M3 is a tiled architecture, whose tiles
(cores and accelerators) are partitioned between applications, such
that each tile is dedicated to its own application.
The M3x system (ATC ’19) extended M3 by trading off some isolation to enable coarse-grained multiplexing of tiles among multiple
applications. With M3x, if source tile 𝑡 1 runs code of application 𝑝
and sends a message 𝑚 to destination tile 𝑡 2 while 𝑡 2 is currently not
associated with 𝑝, then 𝑚 is forwarded to the right place through a
łslow pathž, via some special OS tile.
In this paper, we present M3v, which extends M3x by further trading off some isolation between applications to support łfast pathž
communication that does not require the said OS tile’s involvement.
Thus, with M3v, a tile can be efficiently multiplexed between applications provided it is a general-purpose core. M3v achieves this goal by
1) adding a local multiplexer to each such core, and by 2) virtualizing
the core’s hardware component responsible for cross-tile communications. We prototype M3v using RISC-V cores on an FPGA platform
and show that it significantly outperforms M3x and may achieve
competitive performance to Linux.
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Figure 1: Tile multiplexing on M3 (no multiplexing), M3x (all
tiles can be multiplexed using a single centralized OS tile), and
M3v (general-purpose tiles can multiplex themselves). Each
of the lower tiles can exist multiple times in a real platform.

1

INTRODUCTION

M3 [16] is a hardware/software co-design that addresses the trend
towards increasingly heterogeneous systems [28, 29, 40, 41, 52]. It
is based on a tiled hardware architecture [59] and allows users to
easily utilize general-purpose cores and special-purpose accelerators in a unified manner. Communication between tiles is achieved
with a custom per-tile hardware component called data transfer
unit (DTU). The DTU provides a uniform interface to all tiles, which
simplifies heterogeneous systems. Additionally, the DTU isolates
tiles from each other, because cross-tile communication is denied
by default. Communication channels between tiles are set up by the
communication controller,1 or controller for short, which runs on a
dedicated OS tile. After the setup, applications can communicate
directly via their DTU, bypassing the controller. Therefore, we call
such communication fast-path communication.
As depicted in Figure 1 (left), M3 does not support tile multiplexing
and is therefore limited to one application per tile. The inability to
multiplex tiles inhibits tile utilization when applications are occasionally idle. Multiplexing tiles among multiple applications therefore
enables increased tile utilization. One reason that M3 and similar
systems like DLibOS [42] are limited to one application per tile is that
tile multiplexing impedes fast-path communication: the OS is responsible for tile multiplexing, but the goal of fast-path communication
is to bypass the OS. For example, if an application is waiting for an
incoming message, the OS needs to suspend the application to allow
forward progress for other applications on the same tile. Later, the
OS needs to resume the suspended application upon message arrival.
M3x [15] resolved this challenge in a manner that allows for multiplexing of both general-purpose cores and special-purpose accelerators. With M3x, the controller performs all context switches on
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1 We decided to use the name communication controller

instead of łkernelž as in previous
M3 papers to prevent confusion with the traditional meaning of łkernelž.
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2.1

all tiles in the system remotely, as illustrated in Figure 1 (middle).
Namely, the controller is responsible for scheduling decisions, asks
other tiles to save or restore their state, and switches between contexts. M3x retains fast-path communication if the recipient is running,
but otherwise resorts to slow-path communication, which redirects
the communication over the controller. When two applications share
a tile and cause frequent slow-path communication, M3x suffered
from performance problems.
In this paper, we present M3v, a new core-multiplexing approach
for the M3 system that replaces the general mechanism of M3x by a
specific one for general-purpose cores. We trade some of the isolation
and generality of M3x for improved efficiency. As sketched in Figure 1
(right), our design is based on 1) a core-local software multiplexer,
which performs context switches on this core without involving the
controller on the OS tile and on 2) hardware virtualization of the
DTU (vDTU ). In contrast to the previous M3 prototypes that were
simulated, we built a hardware FPGA-based implementation of M3v
including our core-multiplexing support. In the evaluation, we compare to M3x in simulation using a context-switch heavy workload,
showing a two-fold performance improvement and almost linear
scalability up to 12 tiles for M3v, whereas M3x does not scale to two
tiles. Additionally, we evaluate the performance of M3v in comparison to Linux on an FPGA platform, showing that M3v is competitive
with single and multiple applications per core.
In terms of isolation, both M3x and M3v are less secure than M3,
because they weaken isolation, allowing multiple applications to
share a physical core, whereas M3 enforces physical isolation. The
newly proposed M3v further trades off some isolation relative to
M3x, as multiplexing is supported in both M3x and M3v but M3x
implements it remotely in the controller, where it is isolated from
untrusted, potentially malicious applications. In contrast, M3v implements multiplexing in the application tiles, where no such physical
isolation exists, which is most likely riskier, notably with respect to
side-channel attacks.
Moreover, whereas M3x multiplexing functionality is implemented
in software and is operational only at the controller, M3v multiplexing is implemented in hardware in each individual core. Thus, M3v
trades off software complexity (that affects only one core), with hardware complexity (affecting all cores). In all M3 variants, taking over
the controller implies taking over the entire machine.

M3 [16] proposed a new system architecture based on a hardware/
software co-design. On the hardware side, M3 builds upon a tiled
architecture [59], as shown in Figure 3. M3 extends its tiles by adding
a new hardware component called data transfer unit (DTU) to them.
Each tile contains a DTU and either a core, an accelerator, or memory
(e.g., a memory interface to off-chip DRAM). In contrast to conventional architectures, M3 does not build upon coherent shared memory,
but uses the DTU for cross-tile messaging and memory accesses.
To perform message-passing or memory accesses, a corresponding
communication channel needs to be established. Communication
channels are represented as endpoints in the DTU. At runtime, each
endpoint can be configured to different endpoint types: A receive
endpoint allows to receive messages, a send endpoint allows to send
messages to a specific receive endpoint, and a memory endpoint
allows to issue DMA requests to tile-external memory. Message
passing is performed between a pair of send and receive endpoint,
whereas each memory endpoint refers to a region of memory without
an endpoint on the memory side.
On the software side, M3 runs a communication controller, or controller for short, on a dedicated controller tile, and applications and OS
services on the remaining user tiles. Applications and OS services on
user tiles are represented as activities, comparable to processes. An
activity on a general-purpose tile executes code, whereas an activity
on an accelerator tile uses the accelerator’s logic. Activities can use
existing communication channels, but only the controller is allowed
to establish such channels. By default, no communication channels
exist and thus tiles are isolated from each other. M3 runs at most one
activity per tile and cannot start a new activity on this tile until the
current activity has terminated. In the expectation of abundantly
available tiles, M3 does not support tile multiplexing.

2.2

Tile Multiplexing
and Autonomous Accelerators with M3x

M3x [15] introduced tile multiplexing and thereby trades some of
the isolation of M3 for the ability to use the available resources more
efficiently. Since tiles do not share hardware resources such as caches,
side-channel attacks based on these resources are not possible between activities on different tiles. Therefore, if activities share a
tile, isolation between these activities is arguably weaker than the
isolation between activities on different tiles.
M3x proposed to multiplex cores and accelerators with the same
mechanism: the controller performs all context switches on all user
tiles in the system remotely from the controller tile. The controller
is responsible for scheduling decisions, whereas user tiles are responsible for saving or restoring the activity’s state upon request by
the controller. Since all activities on a tile share the same DTU, the
DTU endpoints need to be saved and restored as well. As the ability
to restore endpoints also allows to create arbitrary communication
channels, saving and restoring of endpoints is done by the controller
in M3x. Activities can use fast-path communication in case the recipient is currently running and fall back to slow-path communication
otherwise. The slow path forwards the message to the recipient via
the controller, which first schedules the recipient and delivers the
message afterwards.

Paper Roadmap. In section 2, we provide background on M3 and
M3x and discuss how similar system properties can be achieved with
traditional architectures. We then present the design and implementation of M3v in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Section 5 discusses
the trade-off between isolation and efficiency. We evaluate M3v in
Section 6 and then discuss related work and future work in Sections 7
and 8, respectively.

2

The M3 Hardware/Software Platform

BACKGROUND

This section introduces M3 [16] and provides the required background on its extension M3x [15], which implements core multiplexing. Furthermore, we compare the properties of the M3 platform
with traditional system architectures and discuss the differences.
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or modify the VLAN tag associated with it, communication channels are isolated from each other. However, in order to provide the
same security properties as M3, we need to additionally ensure memory isolation. When DRAM is shared among sockets, the controller
socket must restrict memory accesses of all unprivileged sockets to
individual ranges of the physical address space. If it was possible
to arrange things such that 1) sockets are able to access the shared
memory using only a per-CPU DMA engine that copies memory to
memory (like Intel’s I/O Acceleration Technology [11]), and 2) only
the controller is able to program the IOMMU thereby creating restrictive address spaces for these per-CPU DMA engines, as required ś
then similar isolation to that of M3 would have been achieved.
Such a setup would have had similar system properties as our
proposed system M3v. Namely, sockets would have been isolated
from each other by default and all shared memory or communication
channels would have been explicitly established by the controller
socket. In this setup, each socket can be multiplexed among multiple
applications by the socket-local kernel instance, similarly to our tilelocal multiplexer described in further detail in section 3. Since the
NIC supports SR-IOV, each application can have its own virtual NIC
and applications can benefit from fast-path communication without
involving the controller socket. Therefore, instead of virtualizing
the DTU, it is imaginable to replace all DTUs with something that
is conceptually similar to a single SR-IOV-enabled NIC.
Such a theoretical setup is functionally analogous to what we want
to achieve with the M3v design in terms of isolation and communication between compute cores. But using an SR-IOV-enabled NIC in
this way is ill-suited for the tiled systems-on-a-chip (SoCs) that the
M3 architecture targets, for the following reasons. First, the NIC is
typically off-chip, so that all on-chip traffic is routed over an off-chip
NIC. Considering that the tile-to-tile latency within our on-chip network is dozens of nanoseconds and typical PCIe latencies are about
1µs [22, 31], we expect an increase of communication costs by multiple orders of magnitude. Second, independent of whether the NIC is
on-chip or off-chip, it would be a central hub for all communication
and therefore constitute an inherent bottleneck. Decentralizing the
NIC and its SR-IOV enforcement is non-trivial, whereas our solution
is distributed by design. And third, like the DTU, the NIC would
become part of the trusted computing base, but it is arguably more
complex. We show in this paper how the DTU as a simple on-chip
communication device can be virtualized and thereby shared in an
efficient and lightweight manner.

Hardware accelerators for
image processing

Figure 2: Combination of software (decode) and hardware
accelerators (fft, mul, and ifft) in M3x’s shell.

Besides tile multiplexing, M3x also improved the user experience
when utilizing accelerators. As an example, consider that a user
wants to do edge detection on image files. The input image is stored
in the file system and the output image should be stored as raw
pixel data for later post processing. The actual image processing
can be done faster and more energy-efficient on specific hardware
accelerators (e.g., using FFT convolution [47]). However, accessing
files from accelerators or pipelining accelerators with software is
challenging [30, 48, 54, 55]. M3x showed how accelerators can run
łautonomouslyž by connecting them directly with OS services or
activities on general-purpose cores. For that reason, the edge detection can be performed on M3x’s shell as illustrated in Figure 2.
M3x showed that the autonomous execution can lead to significant
speedups and reduced CPU utilization.
Apart from these advantages, M3x revealed performance problems for workloads on general-purpose cores that frequently require
the slow-path for communication. For example, if two activities
share a tile, communication between these activities is only possible
through the slow path. The goal of this paper is to make multiplexing
of general-purpose cores more efficient.

2.3

Comparison to Existing Architectures

To illustrate what we want to achieve in this paper (namely, the
increment we establish over M3/M3x), let us describe how the desired additional functionality would have been deployed in a more
conventional, łregularž system, by combining existing hardware
and software components in a manner that achieves, more or less,
similar isolation properties to that of M3v. Consider a hypothetical
multi-socket system in which each socket consists of a single CPU
core. Such a system can run a multikernel operating system (e.g., Barrelfish [17]) which executes a separate kernel on each socket. Communication can then be performed via a network interface card (NIC)
that is shared between all sockets and that provides hardware virtualization features such as SR-IOV. Similarly to M3, one socket is used
as the controller socket. The shared NIC is physically connected to the
PCIe root complex of the controller socket. This allows the controller
socket to bind itself to the physical function of the NIC and thus
exclusively control its configuration. The controller socket can set
up communication channels between two sockets by creating two
virtual functions of the NIC that are tagged with a specific VLAN
ID. Afterwards, the controller grants each socket that should participate in said communication channel access to one of the respective
virtual functions by making the associated PCIe memory visible to
the respective sockets. Since the user of a virtual function cannot see

3

DESIGN

The overall goal of our work is to extend the M3 system architecture
by the ability to multiplex general-purpose cores efficiently among
multiple applications. In more detail, our goals are:
Efficient and scalable multiplexing: The overhead of a context
switch should be small, so tiles can be multiplexed efficiently. Furthermore, tile multiplexing should scale with the number of tiles.
Transparent multiplexing: Activities should be able to use the
same communication mechanism, independent of whether the
communication partner runs on the same tile or a different tile.
Strong isolation between tiles: Like in M3/M3x, tiles should not
share resources to prevent that such resources can be used for
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side-channel attacks between activities on different tiles. Therefore, isolation between tiles is arguably stronger than isolation
between activities on the same tile. Strong isolation between tiles
requires that the tile-local multiplexer has no control over other
tiles. In other words, access to tile-external resources can only be
granted by the controller.
Weak isolation within tiles: Activities running on the same tile
should be isolated from each other using the common mechanisms
of address spaces and privilege levels, as in M3x. Such isolation
is arguably weaker than the isolation between tiles, because colocated activities share the tile’s resources. For example, the shared
resources open the possibility for side-channel attacks between
activities on the same tile.

3.1

Core
Controller
DTU

Core

Application

TileMux

TileMux

vDTU

vDTU

Accelerator

Service
TileMux
vDTU

Memory
Context
DTU

DTU

Figure 3: System architecture of M3v. The DTU endpoints
at the end of communication channels correspond to the
activity that owns the endpoint.

Overall Approach

Traditional OS kernels multiplex cores by saving and restoring its
state (e.g., registers) with the very same core. Multiplexing a tile in
our system architecture requires to additionally multiplex the DTU
among the applications running on this tile. However, allowing a
tile’s core to multiplex its associated DTU by saving and restoring
the DTU state and in particular the DTU endpoints, would also allow
this core to create arbitrary communication channels. Thus, the core
would have full control over the entire system and thereby break the
isolation between tiles.
This challenge is resolved in M3x by letting the controller save and
restore the DTU state on each context switch. Since the controller
runs on a single dedicated tile and performs all context switches
remotely on all other tiles, M3x shows performance and scalability
problems (see subsection 6.4 for details). We therefore decided to not
save/restore the DTU state at all, but enforce that each application
can only access its own DTU state. To make that enforcement efficient we virtualized the DTU. This approach results in more efficient
and scalable multiplexing of general-purpose cores, which we show
in section 6, and retains strong isolation between tiles. However, our
approach provides weaker isolation than M3x, as discussed in more
detail in section 5. The following provides an overview on the system architecture, introduces the per-tile multiplexer, and describes
the individual extensions of the DTU to virtualize it including their
interaction with TileMux.

3.2

Core

Core
App
Serv

Figure 3 also shows communication channels between tiles with
their DTU endpoints on both ends. Communication channels between two DTUs represent message-passing channels, whereas channels between one DTU and memory allow to issue DMA requests to
a region within that memory. The color of the endpoints corresponds
to the activity that owns the endpoint.

3.3

Tile-Local Multiplexer

The tile-local multiplexer is called TileMux and is responsible for
multiplexing the tile among all activities on this tile. TileMux only
runs on general-purpose cores and leverages the different privilege
modes and address spaces to isolate itself from tile-local activities
and these activities from each other. TileMux is furthermore responsible for scheduling the tile-local activities and to perform low-level
memory management (e.g., manipulation of page-table entries as
explained in more detail in subsection 4.3) upon requests by the
controller. Therefore, TileMux is comparable to traditional kernels
and microkernels [32, 35, 57]. Like with a multikernel [17], we run
one TileMux instance per tile. Additionally, TileMux has no control
beyond its own tile, because TileMux cannot change DTU endpoints
and we use memory endpoints to control memory accesses to shared
tile-external memory (see subsection 4.3).
Besides the strong isolation between tiles, we want to allow interactions between all activities on all tiles as permitted by the controller, like in M3 and M3x. Therefore like before, the controller
knows all activities in the system and is responsible for establishing
communication channels. The controller decides which channels are
established via capability-based access control [46]. Activities send
łsystem callsž in form of DTU messages to the controller in order to
create, exchange, and revoke capabilities. M3v extends the controller
by communication channels to each TileMux instance. The controller
has a send endpoint for requests to TileMux, which are used to, for
example, create new activities or kill activities. TileMux has a send
endpoint to notify the controller about activity terminations.
TileMux offers TMCalls via a trap (e.g., ecall on RISC-V) for
the activities on its tile. TMCalls are used by activities to block for
incoming messages or report a voluntary exit to TileMux.

System Architecture

Figure 3 depicts the system architecture of M3v. The controller runs
on a dedicated tile, whereas applications and OS services run on the
remaining user tiles, represented as activities. On general-purpose
cores, activities execute code, whereas accelerators work on a context
associated with the current activity. User tiles with general-purpose
cores contain the virtualized DTU (vDTU) and run the tile-local
multiplexer called TileMux. The combination of TileMux and vDTU
allows to run multiple activities on the same tile. In contrast, the
controller tile does not need a vDTU as it only runs the controller.
Similarly, accelerator tiles cannot be currently multiplexed by M3v
(see section 8) and thus also contain a non-virtualized DTU. As in M3
and M3x, memory tiles do not need to be multiplexed, but multiple
tiles can get shared access to memory tiles via memory endpoints.
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3.7

Virtualizing the DTU

The DTU provides two interfaces: the external interface for the controller to change endpoints and thereby establish or tear down communication channels; and the unprivileged interface for activities
that allows them to use existing channels. We added a third interface
to virtualize the DTU, called privileged interface. The privileged interface can only be used by TileMux and enables TileMux to maintain
the illusion for activities that each activity has its own vDTU. The
following sections describe how the privileged interface is used to
securely share tile-local resources (endpoints and memory) between
tile-local activities and how communication with non-running activities can be supported. The similarities and differences between
the virtualization of the DTU and SR-IOV are discussed in section 7.

3.5

Endpoint Protection

Sharing the vDTU with multiple activities raises the question of how
to prevent that one activity can use endpoints of another activity. One
approach is to multiplex the vDTU endpoints among all activities by
letting TileMux mediate all vDTU accesses. However, we learned in a
first design iteration that this is not sufficient, because it degraded the
performance of all communication by an order of magnitude due to
several involvements of TileMux. We concluded that activities need
to be able to use the vDTU directly, without mediation by software.
The vDTU therefore tags all endpoints with the owning activity
id and provides the register CUR_ACT containing the id of the current
activity on the tile. The register is part of the privileged interface
and can therefore only be accessed by TileMux. Attempts to use
communication endpoints of another activity result in an łunknown
endpointž error to prevent that activities can gain information about
other endpoints.

3.6

Waiting for Messages by Blocking Activities

If an activity wants to wait for incoming messages, a non-polling solution is preferable, because it gives other ready activities the chance
to perform useful work. Therefore, TileMux tells the current activity via shared memory whether other activities are ready. If other
activities are ready, the current activity uses a TMCall to be blocked
by TileMux until a new message arrives. However, without further
measures, TileMux cannot block activities without risking that message notifications are lost, similar to the lost wake-up problem [53].
Therefore, the solution must make sure that the check for the absence
of new messages and the blocking operation are atomic. Note that
our current implementation polls the vDTU for new messages if no
other activities are ready. We leave a more energy-efficient solution
for future work.
With many communication endpoints, atomically iterating over
all endpoints to check for received messages is not desirable. Therefore, the CUR_ACT register contains not only the id of the current
activity, but also the number of unread messages for this activity.
The vDTU keeps track of messages by incrementing this counter
whenever a message for the current activity arrives and decrements
it on message consumption. For each non-running activity, TileMux
maintains a counter in memory. Furthermore, the vDTU offers a command in its privileged interface that atomically switches to another
activity and returns the contents of CUR_ACT for the old activity.
This approach allows TileMux to check the message count of the
old activity in order to decide whether it can be blocked until a new
message arrives. The atomicity of the command guarantees that no
other events within the vDTU can interfere with the activity switch.

3.8

Receiving Messages for Blocked Activities

If an activity that is currently blocked receives a message, TileMux
needs to be notified to decide whether it should switch to the recipient. Like in M3 and M3x, messages are transferred between send
endpoints and receive endpoints using credit-based flow control [44],
which is maintained by the vDTUs. Each send endpoint is connected
to exactly one receive endpoint, whereas receive endpoints can receive messages from multiple send endpoints. Received messages are
stored in a per-endpoint receive buffer in memory. However, in contrast to M3x, received messages can always be stored in the receive
buffer of the targeted receive endpoint, independent of whether the
recipient (the owner of the receive endpoint) is running. The reason is
that the DTU in M3x has only the endpoints of the currently running
activity available. Therefore, the DTU does not know where to store a
message for a non-running activity and M3x needs to fall back to slowpath communication. The vDTU in M3v knows all endpoints of all
activities on the tile, independent of whether they are currently running or not, and can therefore always use fast-path communication.
If the recipient is not running, the vDTU additionally injects an interrupt into the core to notify TileMux. The mechanism is called core
request and the core request tells TileMux which activity received
a message. However, as multiple receive endpoints can receive messages simultaneously, the vDTU needs to maintain a small queue of
core requests. The queue is not accessible for TileMux, but TileMux
can handle the first core request through the vDTU’s privileged
interface. TileMux obtains information about the core request by
reading a register in the privileged interface and has to acknowledge

Tile-Local Memory Protection

Besides endpoint protection, we need to prevent activities from using
the vDTU to access each others memory or the memory of TileMux.
For example, when sending a message via vDTU, activities need to
specify its address in memory. The vDTU needs a physical address
to load the message from memory. However, allowing activities to
specify the physical address would allow them to, for example, access
memory from another activity on the same tile. For that reason, the
vDTU accepts virtual addresses from activities and translates them
to physical addresses. However, to keep the vDTU small and simple,
some compromises must be made.
To translate virtual addresses to physical addresses, the vDTU
contains a software-loaded translation lookaside buffer (TLB) for
the recent translations. To further reduce the vDTU’s complexity
we restricted the memory range covered by a source or destination
for reads, writes, and sends to a single page. Additionally, we decided against interrupt injections in case of a TLB miss. These two
restrictions allow the vDTU to check the TLB once before every
command execution instead of, for example, multiple times during
large memory transfers. Thus, the vDTU lets the command fail in
case of a TLB miss, in which case the activity uses a TMCall to pass
the desired virtual address and access mode (read/write) to TileMux. TileMux translates the virtual address and inserts the resulting
physical address into the TLB via the vDTU’s privileged interface.
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the core request by a write to the same register. Afterwards the vDTU
might issue another core request via interrupt in case the queue is
not empty. Queue overruns are handled via the packet-based flow
control of the on-chip network, which operates independently of
the higher-level credit-based flow control of the vDTU.

3.9

Transparent Multiplexing

RISC-V

UDP/IP

DDR4 IF

vDTU

DTU

DTU

RISC-V
vDTU
R

RISC-V

RISC-V

vDTU

vDTU

vDTU
RISC-V
R

R
vDTU

vDTU

vDTU

DTU

RISC-V

RISC-V

RISC-V

DDR4 IF

NIC
Gbit Ethernet

DRAM

Figure 4: The M3v hardware platform with eight RISC-V tiles,
two memory tiles, and one debug tile. The tiles are connected
via a NoC with four routers (R).
NoC. As described earlier, the vDTU enforces isolation policies on
the hardware level as set up by the controller.

IMPLEMENTATION

Our implementation is based on the openly available M3x hardware/software platform [3]. We replaced M3x’s support for tile multiplexing with a more efficient multiplexing of general-purpose cores
and virtualized its DTU model for gem5 [19]. Furthermore, we implemented the vDTU in hardware with all features to run complex
workloads on our FPGA prototype. To ease the development, we
used both gem5 and the FPGA prototype and made them binary
compatible. M3v, the vDTU model in gem5, and the vDTU hardware
implementation are available as open source2 . This section explains
the most important aspects of our implementation.

4.1

DRAM

R

Different placements of activities should not require different communication mechanisms. For that reason, we decided to use the vDTU
for all communication, even if both communication partners run on
the same tile. If the recipient is currently running on a different tile,
it directly receives the message, otherwise TileMux on the receiving
tile receives an interrupt and marks the recipient as ready. The sender
does not need to distinguish between these two cases, which makes
it transparent for the sender. In contrast, with M3x messages cannot
be delivered via vDTU if the recipient is not running. In this case,
the activity needs to communicate with the controller, which first
schedules the recipient and delivers the message afterwards.

4

Debug IF

RISC-V Cores. Our hardware platform employs RISC-V cores in
the processing tiles. We use Rocket cores [13] and BOOM cores [63],
which are available as open source. Rocket is a 64-bit RISC-V in-order
core with MMU and 16 kB L1 cache, each for instruction and data,
as well as a shared 512 kB L2 cache. BOOM is the out-of-order variant of Rocket with the same cache configuration. We set the clock
frequencies of the Rocket and BOOM cores to 100 MHz and 80 MHz,
respectively, to fully meet timing requirements during FPGA synthesis and place-and-route. The main memory is located in the external
DDR4 DRAM and can be accessed via the vDTU’s PMP feature (see
subsection 4.3).
Additionally, we integrated a NIC into a selected processing tile,
which provides the necessary hardware basis for our network stack
running on the RISC-V core (see subsection 4.4). The on-chip NIC
is built out of Xilinx Ethernet IP blocks including an AXI-based Ethernet subsystem with the Ethernet MAC, which is connected to the
external Ethernet PHY. In addition, an AXI DMA block is also connected to the core’s cache-coherent system bus to access data of sent
and received Ethernet packets. The RISC-V core has interrupt-driven
access to the AXI DMA.

Hardware Implementation

In contrast to our previous work on M3, we built a hardware prototype of the M3v system architecture. Our hardware platform depicted in Figure 4 is implemented on a Xilinx Virtex UltraScale+
FPGA (VCU118 board). The architecture allows to place hardware
components such as cores, memories, and I/O devices on physically
separated tiles. The current prototype contains eight processing tiles
with a single RISC-V core each. One of these processing tiles has an
on-chip NIC attached to its RISC-V core, which provides network
access in our benchmarks. Additionally, our platform has two memory tiles with interfaces to external DDR4 DRAM. Finally, one tile
runs a hardware UDP/IP stack, which is used exclusively for configuration and debugging purposes. This UDP/IP tile is only involved
in benchmark setup and does not contribute to any measurements.
Even though the architecture would allow to build larger designs,
we are limited by the given resources of the FPGA.
All tiles are connected by a network-on-chip (NoC) using a 2x2
star-mesh topology. The NoC consists of routers, links between them,
and links to the tiles. Furthermore, each processing tile integrates
a vDTU to enable tile multiplexing, whereas other tiles integrate a
DTU. For simplicity, the following speaks only of the vDTU, which
additionally implements the privileged interface, in contrast to the
DTU. The vDTU controls the interface between the core and the

Core-vDTU Interface. The core can use the unprivileged and privileged interface of the vDTU via memory-mapped I/O (MMIO). Both
interfaces offer command registers to operate the vDTU. For example,
the unprivileged interface allows to send a message via the SEND command, which expects the id of the send endpoint, the message address
in memory, and the message size as arguments in the command registers. The vDTU first verifies whether the command can be executed
based on the endpoint with given id (e.g., the message is not larger
than the maximum size set in the send endpoint). To execute the
command, the vDTU has access to the core’s cache-coherent system
bus via DMA. For example, the vDTU loads a message from memory
via the cache-coherent system bus before sending the message to
the receiver over the NoC.
Virtualized Data Transfer Unit. From a hardware perspective, the
feature set of the vDTU is provided by three main functionalities:

2 https://github.com/Barkhausen-Institut/M3
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accessed by activities. If the running activity causes a page fault, the
core raises a page fault exception, which is handled by TileMux in collaboration with a pager, as explained in more detail in subsection 4.3.
TileMux is responsible for scheduling the activities on its tiles.
TileMux implements a preemptive round-robin scheduler with time
slices and uses timer interrupts to preempt activities as soon as their
time slice is depleted. However, to keep TileMux simple, interrupts
are disabled while TileMux is running. Activities can use TileMux
to wait for events such as received messages and hardware interrupts of tile-local devices (used by the network driver as described
in subsection 4.4). If no activities are ready to run, TileMux runs an
idle activity. As soon as a non-running activity received a message
and has time left to execute, TileMux switches to that activity. Note
that our current implementation pins activities to tiles, but could be
extended to support activity migration between tiles.
As described in subsection 3.4, the vDTU offers an external, privileged, and unprivileged interface. The external interface can only be
used via łexternalž requests from the controller. The privileged and
unprivileged interface are accessible through MMIO from the core
that is attached to the vDTU. To ensure that activities can only use
the unprivileged interface, TileMux maps the privileged interface
only for itself. Hence, only TileMux can switch between different
activities, maintain the vDTU’s software-loaded TLB, and handle
interrupts upon receiving messages for non-running activities. Since
TileMux requires endpoints to communicate with the controller, it
has a special activity id and these endpoints are tagged with this
activity id. However, the vDTU does not allow to use endpoints of
non-running activities. Therefore, TileMux needs to switch to its
own activity id before being able to use its own endpoints. In general
when switching between activities, TileMux ensures that no message notifications are lost by checking the old value of the CUR_ACT
register after the atomic switch provided by the vDTU.

Register File
Endpoints

Unpriv.
Regs

Priv.
Regs

Control Unit
NoC

I/O FIFOs

NoC
CTRL

CMD
CTRL

Unpriv. Cmds
Priv. Cmds

Figure 5: Hardware implementation of the vDTU. Dashed
blocks and arrows indicate optional components.
1) command execution to enable data transfers, 2) interfacing the
NoC and tile-internal components (e.g., the core), and 3) providing
access to the vDTU’s register file.
First, the vDTU executes commands to support message passing
and memory transfers (unprivileged commands) as well as commands
to handle virtual memory and switch between activites (privileged
commands). Commands are implemented as finite state machines.
They are processed and executed in the vDTU control unit as shown
in Figure 5. Furthermore, the vDTU includes logic to access the NoC,
which allows the vDTU to send and receive packets via the NoC.
Second, a memory mapper multiplexes the access of the core
to the vDTU via MMIO and the vDTU’s access to the core’s cache.
Furthermore, to control accesses to physical memory (e.g., shared
DRAM), the memory mapper routes all last-level cache misses of the
core through physical-memory protection (PMP) within the vDTU.
The vDTU decides whether the access is allowed based on memory
endpoints. The current implementation uses the first four endpoints
as memory endpoints for PMP and selects the PMP endpoint with
the upper two bits of the physical address.
Third, a register file holds the necessary hardware registers which
are used by the core within the tile to communicate with the vDTU. In
our current hardware implemention, the register file contains 2 external registers, 4 unprivileged registers, 4 privileged registers, and 128
endpoints. The number of endpoints is a trade-off between usability
and chip area consumption. Significantly increasing the number of
endpoints would require to outsource endpoints to external memory.
We leave this open for future work. As shown in Figure 5, parts of
the vDTU drawn with dashed lines can be omitted for specific tiles.
The non-virtualized DTU in the controller tile and accelerator tiles
can omit the privileged registers and privileged commands. DTUs
in memory tiles omit all components with dashed lines.

4.2

4.3

Memory Management

The memory management in M3v is split into physical-memory
management and virtual-memory management. Physical-memory
access of each tile needs to be granted by the controller and is enforced by the tile’s vDTU. If a tile’s core has a memory-management
unit (MMU), activites on this core can use virtual memory.
As described in subsection 4.1, access to physical memory is controlled via the vDTU’s physical-memory protection (PMP) based
on dedicated memory endpoints. As with all endpoints, only the
controller can configure them. The first endpoint is predefined by
the controller to a per-tile region in DRAM for TileMux, whereas
the other endpoints are usable by activities.
The virtual-memory management is split between the controller,
TileMux, and a pager. Like in M3x, the pager is an OS service represented as an activity. The pager is responsible for address space
layouts of other activities and policies such as demand loading and
copy-on-write, similar as in L4 [32, 35, 57]. If the pager wants to map
memory for an activity under its control, the pager sends a memorymapping request to the controller. The pager needs to provide capabilities to the controller to proof the legitimacy of the mapping
request. In contrast to M3x, page-table entries are not updated by the
controller, but the controller forwards the mapping request to the
TileMux instance that is responsible for the activity. For that reason,

TileMux

TileMux is a small software component running on a single tile and
is implemented in Rust. We chose Rust due to the memory-safety
guarantees the language provides and also rewrote the controller
and all system services of M3 in Rust. TileMux supports the x86-64,
ARMv7, and RISC-V architectures, but we focus on RISC-V in this
work, because the FPGA prototype employs RISC-V cores.
Similar to an OS kernel, TileMux is running in the core’s privileged
mode (e.g., supervisor mode on RISC-V) and is entered via TMCalls by
activities (e.g., using the ecall instruction on RISC-V) and upon interrupts or exceptions. TileMux uses address spaces as provided by the
core’s MMU to isolate activities from each other. Additionally, TileMux maps itself into every address space using pages that cannot be
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Table 1: FPGA area consumption: Logic and LUT-RAM (LUTs),
registers (Flip-flops, FFs), block RAM (BRAM) with 36 kbit
per block.

the controller does not need to know the page-table format on other
tiles. TileMux trusts the controller that the mapping is valid and
manipulates the page-table entries accordingly. In any case, neither
activities nor TileMux can access any memory outside the defined
PMP regions and the M3v controller makes sure that two tiles do not
have access to the same memory region unless explicitly allowed.

4.4

Network Stack

To enable networking on M3v, we added an OS service called net
based on smoltcp [10]. Smoltcp is a standalone Rust-based TCP/IP
stack for bare-metal systems. Net provides POSIX-like sockets for
clients and uses a per-socket communication channel to exchange
data and events with clients. For example, the client sends network
packets as vDTU messages through this communication channel to
net, which enqueues the packet for transmission.
Towards the network side, we adapted the AXI Ethernet standalone driver from Xilinx [5] and integrated it with smoltcp (resulting
in a single software component). In our current hardware platform,
the corresponding AXI Ethernet NIC is attached to a dedicated core.
Therefore, net is always placed on this core.

5

FFs [k]

BRAMs

143.8
46.6
3.4
15.2
10.3
3.2
7.1
6.2
0.9
2.0
0.6
2.3

71.8
22.0
2.2
5.8
3.3
1.5
2.8
2.5
0.3
1.0
0.2
0.3

159
152
0
0.5
0.5
0
0.5
0.5
0
0
0
0

and scalability with the number of tiles. Finally, we use applicationlevel benchmarks to compare M3v’s performance to Linux 5.11. To
run POSIX applications on M3v, we use a port of the musl [9] C
library, which translates a subset of the Linux system calls to the
corresponding API calls of M3v. If not explicitly stated otherwise,
all measurements run on the FPGA prototype, described in subsection 4.1. To enable performance comparisons to Linux, we run Linux
bare-metal on a single tile of our FPGA prototype using the bootloader from RISC-V-PK [12]. Note that Linux runs only on a single
tile, because tiles are not cache coherent, as required by Linux.

ISOLATION VS. EFFICIENCY TRADE-OFF

The M3 architecture provides better securityÐin terms of per-core
isolationÐwhen compared to prevalent off-the-shelf CPUs like the
x86 family. Isolation is improved because M3 cores are physically
isolated from each other and share no resources, whereas x86 cores
share resources like caches, opening the possibility of side-channel
exploits [33, 39].
Both M3x and M3v trade some isolation of M3 for the ability to
multiplex tiles. Namely, if activities share a tile, these activities share
the tile’s resources, opening the possibility of side-channel attacks
based on these shared resources. M3x implements tile multiplexing
in the controller, whereas M3v uses a tile-local multiplexer and a
virtualized DTU. Due to these differences, M3v further trades some
isolation of M3x for more efficiency. Compared to M3, M3v increases
the complexity of the DTU, in hardware, in all tiles, whereas M3x
increases the complexity of the controller, in the software that runs
on a single core. Assuming that more complexity increases the probability for exploitable bugs, both M3x and M3v are less secure than
M3. By compromising either the controller or any DTU, an attacker
can take over the system in both M3x and M3v.
M3v additionally introduces TileMux as a tile-local multiplexer.
Like the multiplexer in M3x, TileMux needs to maintain meta data
about its activities (e.g., their timeslices), which can possibly be exploited by attackers. In contrast to M3x, TileMux keeps the meta data
on the same tile as the potentially malicious applications, whereas
M3x stores them in the controller and thereby physically isolated
from applications. We therefore conclude that M3v further trades
off some isolation from M3x to improve efficiency.

6

LUTs [k]
BOOM
Rocket
NoC router
vDTU
Control Unit
NoC CTRL
CMD CTRL
Unpriv. IF
Priv. IF
Register file
Memory mapper + PMP
I/O FIFOs

6.1

Hardware and Software Complexity

In contrast to previous M3 works, we built a hardware prototype.
Therefore, we evaluate the hardware complexity of the DTU and
the costs for virtualizing it. Furthermore, we show the complexity of
the software components that enable efficient tile multiplexing. For
both hardware and software we use metrics as established proxies
for complexity (FPGA gates, source lines of code).
Table 1 shows the consumed FPGA resources of the major components in our hardware platform. The presented vDTU configuration
includes all extensions and corresponds to the implementation in
the processing tiles including the RISC-V core. In comparison to the
BOOM and Rocket core, the vDTU only requires 10.6% and 32.6% of
the FPGA LUTs, respectively. Since the vDTU contains no memory
or caches, the number of required BRAMs is negligible compared to
the cores. This is an advantage especially when considering a real
chip implementation where memory consumes a substantial part of
the area. The DTU is virtualized by adding the privileged interface
and privileged registers. This increases the size of the DTU’s logic
by 6% and adds four additional registers.
On the software side, the M3v controller consists of 11.5k SLOC
(Rust; 900 unsafe according to cargo-count [1]), to which TileMux
adds 1.7k SLOC (Rust; 50 unsafe). In comparison, the NOVA microkernel [57], which is similar to the controller, consists of about 9k
SLOC (C++).

EVALUATION
6.2

In our evaluation, we first discuss the hardware/software complexity
of the vDTU, the controller, and TileMux. Afterwards, we evaluate the efficiency of tile multiplexing with M3v. We start with microbenchmarks to provide a basic understanding for the system’s
behavior, followed by a comparison to M3x in terms of performance

Microbenchmarks

To get a better understanding of the system’s behavior, we start the
performance evaluation with microbenchmarks on the basic primitives in M3v. As a reference, we show the performance of similar
functionality in Linux. Applications on M3v use remote procedure
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Figure 7: File read/write throughput comparison. The results
without tile sharing (łisolatedž) cannot be compared to Linux,
because in contrast to Linux, M3v uses multiple tiles.

Figure 6: Local/remote communication on M3v and similar
primitives on Linux as a reference.
calls (RPCs), consisting of a request and a response, to access system services or the M3v controller. Therefore, we measured the
performance of no-op RPCs between tiles on M3v and show the
performance of no-op system calls on Linux as a reference. Additionally, we measured the performance of tile-local no-op RPCs on
M3v, which requires two context switches and is therefore similar
to two switches between processes on Linux via the yield system
call. Both M3v and Linux run on our FPGA platform. M3v runs the
communication partners on one or two BOOM cores, and Linux uses
a single BOOM core. We performed 1000 runs with a warm system.
The results in Figure 6 show that cross-tile communication (łM3v
remotež) is roughly as fast as a system call on Linux. On M3v, the
RPC requires multiple interactions with the vDTU via MMIO to
send the message, fetch the message on the receiver side, reply on
the received message, fetch the reply on the sender side and mark
the message as read. These vDTU interactions are done without
involving TileMux or the M3v controller. Tile-local communication
(łM3v localž) is significantly more expensive, because it involves two
interrupts as messages are received for non-running activities. Thus,
TileMux is involved twice and needs to schedule the corresponding
activity. However, as the results show, the costs are on a similar level
as two yields (two context switches) on Linux, even though M3v
requires several vDTU interactions for the two message transfers.
For reference, we note that M3x consumes 9 µs for tile-local RPC on
gem5’s 3 GHz out-of-order x86-64 core, translating into about 27k cycles. M3v requires about 5k cycles for the same operation, indicating
a performance advantage over M3x. However, we acknowledge that
these results cannot be directly compared, because M3x obtained
these results on gem5’s out-of-order CPU model, whereas M3v used
an out-of-order BOOM core on our FPGA platform. Note also that
M3v could employ a different mechanism for tile-local RPC, similar to microkernel-based systems [32, 35], to further increase its
performance. However, we opted against this optimization to keep
communication agnostic regarding the placement of activities.

6.3

50
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Figure 8: UDP latency comparison. The results without tile
sharing (łisolatedž) cannot be compared to Linux, because
in contrast to Linux, M3v uses multiple tiles.
case. On both systems we used 2 MiB files, a 4 KiB buffer for read
and write operations, and performed 10 runs after 4 warmup runs.
As shown in Figure 7, the performance of read and write operations differs significantly between M3v and Linux. The reason for the
performance differences is that a single read or write request to M3v’s
file system grants the application direct access to an entire extent. Afterwards, the application can perform the actual reads and writes via
vDTU without involving the file system again until access to another
extent is required. In contrast, every read or write operation on Linux
is a system call involving the kernel. On both M3v and Linux, writes
are much slower than reads, because blocks need to be allocated,
cleared, and appended to a file. Note that these performance differences were also shown by earlier M3 prototypes in simulation [15, 16]
and are now confirmed by M3v on an FPGA platform.
M3v shows better performance than Linux both with and without tile sharing. However, the results without tile sharing on M3v
(łisolatedž) cannot be directly compared to Linux, because Linux
cannot leverage multiple non-coherent tiles. In contrast, the results
with tile sharing (łsharedž) are comparable to Linux, because both
run the involved components on a single tile. Note that the M3v
controller is rarely used during the benchmark, but is always called
synchronously, so that M3v does not take advantage of the additional
tile. As shown in Figure 7, tile sharing has an impact on M3v’s read
and write performance. The reason is that requests for new extents
require a call to the file system via a tile-local RPC, involving two context switches. However, independent of tile sharing, all data accesses
are performed directly via vDTU. Note that the throughput numbers
are smaller than the throughput of today’s systems, because the
BOOM cores on our FPGA prototype are clocked with only 80 MHz.
To compare basic network performance, we measured the UDP
latency between a sender running on a BOOM core of our FPGA
platform and a receiver on an AMD Ryzen machine that is directly
connected via Ethernet. We used 50 repetitions of sending and receiving 1 byte packets after 5 warmup runs. The results are shown in
Figure 8. Like in the file-system benchmarks, the numbers without

OS Services

Following up on the previous microbenchmarks, we now compare
the performance of basic OS services such as file systems and network stacks. The file system benchmarks compare the performance
when reading and writing files using the POSIX read/write API and
access the in-memory file system of M3v and Linux’ tmpfs. For the
extent-based file system of M3v, we limited the size of extents to
64 blocks. On M3v, we show the read and write performance with
(łsharedž) and without tile sharing (łisolatedž). All involved components (pager, file system, and the benchmark) share the same BOOM
core in the former case, and run on separate BOOM cores in the latter
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larger voice recognition pipeline, our cloud service stores extracted
observations in a key-value store for retrieval by other services.
In a world where we consider software and hardware vulnerable,
we must think of the trust domains within our applications and how
to map them to cores. On the IoT voice assistant, it is crucial that
audio data remains on the device until the trigger word is detected.
Access to the audio stream should be protected even when the attacker compromises the network stack and exploits a vulnerability
in the underlying core. A similar argument can be made for the cloud
use case, where multi-tenancy is an important requirement. The
key-value store may hold sensitive data, which needs to be protected
from breaches of inter-tenant isolation.
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Figure 9: Scalability of context-switch-heavy applications on
M3x and M3v with tile multiplexing.
tile sharing on M3v (łisolatedž) cannot be compared to Linux. With
tile sharing (łsharedž), M3v shows competitive performance to Linux.

6.4

6.5.1 Voice Assistant. For the first part of the application-level
benchmarks, we zoom into the introduced voice assistant as it could
run on an IoT device. The voice assistant consists of four components: 1) the scanner that looks for trigger words, 2) a compressor
that receives selected audio samples from the scanner and sends
them to the cloud, 3) the network stack for these transmissions, and
4) the pager that manages the address spaces of the former two. The
scanner does not use a pager, but gets all pages mapped right away
to minimize its trusted computing base. To receive audio samples,
the scanner delegates a memory capability to the data in memory
to the compressor. The compressor uses libFLAC [2] as a lossless
compression and sends the result to another machine.
To show the overhead of tile multiplexing, we map this scenario
to our platform by either placing all components but the scanner
on the same tile to save resources or by placing each component
on a dedicated tile. The scanner runs on a separate Rocket core to
strongly isolate it from the other components, which run on a complex out-of-order BOOM core. In reality, the compressor would send
the audio data via TCP to the cloud service. Unfortunately, even with
a direct Ethernet connection between the FPGA and another machine, we observed several packet drops, which made it impossible
to get reproduceable results on M3v3 . We therefore decided to send
the data out via UDP and ignore lost packets.
With 16 repetitions after warmup we obtained 384 ms without
sharing and 398 ms with sharing, constituting an overall sharing overhead of 3.6%. However, note that this overhead does not only stem
from the actual context switches, but also from the fact that the compressor, the network stack, and the pager compete for the same core.

Comparison with M3x

After the microbenchmarks, we now compare the efficiency of tile
multiplexing on M3v with M3x. Since M3x does not run on the FPGA
platform, we use gem5 and replicate benchmarks previously performed with M3x [14] on M3v with the same settings on gem5. In
contrast to RISC-V as in the other benchmarks, we use a 3 GHz out-oforder x86-64 core in each tile. To stress both systems, the benchmark
uses communication-heavy applications based on system call traces.
We use traces from łfindž and łSQLitež, both accessing an in-memory
filesystem. The find benchmark searches through 24 directories with
40 files each, whereas the SQLite benchmark performs 32 database
inserts and selects. These traces were recorded on Linux and are
replayed on both systems using a traceplayer. We execute one traceplayer on each tile and connect it to a filesystem instance on the same
tile. Therefore, all calls to the file system require a context switch
from the traceplayer to the filesystem and back.
Figure 9 shows the results when executing these benchmarks with
one up to 12 tiles. The y-axis shows the number of application runs
per second after one warmup run. As can be seen, the throughput of
M3x improves only slightly with an increasing number of tiles. The
reason for this behavior is the single-threaded controller performing
all context switches on all tiles. Note that the benchmark on M3x
does not run reliably with higher tile counts (8 and 12 for find, 12
for SQLite) and therefore these numbers are missing in Figure 9.
In contrast, M3v scales almost linearly up to 12 tiles. Since context
switches are performed tile-local, scalability is only limited by other
shared resources in the system such as the controller. Finally, with
a single tile, M3x executes 45 and 49 applications per second with
łfindž and łSQLitež, respectively, whereas M3v executes 84 and 111,
constituting a performance improvement of about 2x.

6.5

6.5.2 Cloud Service. Finally, we evaluate the cloud side of our voiceactivation system. The cloud service hosts leveldb [8] as a key-value
store to aggregate data from IoT devices and perform further analysis
on the data. In particular, it offers the ability to answer requests on
the stored data. Therefore, the scenario comprises four components:
1) the database using leveldb and handling requests, 2) the file system as a backend for leveldb, 3) the network stack to receive and
answer requests, and 4) the pager to manage their address spaces.
The question we strive to answer is whether M3v delivers competitive performance for such a complex and communication-heavy
application scenario with and without tile sharing.
To support networking on Linux, we used the available Xilinx
Linux driver for AXI Ethernet NICs with DMA support [4]. Like for

Macrobenchmarks

We want to frame our application-level performance evaluation
within a larger scenario to show the applicability of our results. We
did not implement this scenario end to end, but we zoom into specific aspects, which we quantify with individual experiments. We
envision our platform within an example Internet-of-Things (IoT)
device and within a cloud server. Our IoT example is a simplified
voice assistant, which continuously listens to room audio and scans
for a trigger word. Once the trigger is detected, audio data is compressed and sent to the cloud for further processing. As one part of a

3 We suspect problems in smoltcp in combination with the vast performance difference

between the 80 MHz BOOM core on the FPGA and an AMD Ryzen 7 2700X on the other
side, which prevents sender and receiver to get in sync.
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30

System

for the same core, but M3v shows still competitive performance for
reads, inserts, and updates. However, Linux performs worse than
M3v (łsharedž) for scans. We suspect, that the small L1 instruction
cache (16 kB) and Linux’ code size cause the application to lose most
of its state on every system call, which happen frequently during
this benchmark. M3v’s smaller components lead to less cache footprint and due to the M3v architecture, many file system calls can
be handled via the vDTU without context switches. However, we
believe that Linux could benefit from extensions like FlexSC [56] to
reduce its cache footprint. Note that the M3v controller runs on a
simpler and more trustworthy Rocket core, but is rarely involved
during the benchmark. If it is involved, it is called synchronously,
so that M3v does not take advantage of the additional tile. Finally,
we want to highlight that even with tile sharing, M3v isolates all
participating components from each other like in microkernel-based
systems, whereas Linux executes the file system, network stack, and
pager in privileged mode without any isolation.
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Figure 10: Cloud service in comparison to Linux. The results
without tile sharing (łisolatedž) cannot be compared to Linux,
because in contrast to Linux, M3v uses multiple tiles.
the voice assistant, TCP was not usable due to huge variations on
M3v. Since UDP does not allow to receive data reliably and, most
importantly, reproducably between runs and fair between M3v and
Linux (random packet drops make the results incomparable), we
decided to not just send the results to another machine via UDP, but
also the requests. For that reason, the database reads the requests
ahead of time from a file, executes them afterwards and sends the
requests and results via UDP to another machine.
To let the database handle a realistic workload, we use the Yahoo!
Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [6], which supports insert, update,
read, and scan operations. Scan operations are the most expensive,
because they need to walk through large parts of the data to find
a range of values. For that reason and also to understand the behavior of different operations, we execute read-heavy, insert-heavy,
update-heavy, and scan-heavy workloads. The first three omit the
scan operation and use a proportion of 80-10-10 (e.g., 80% reads,
10% inserts, 10% updates). The scan-heavy workload omits updates
and has a 80-10-10 proportion for the other three. Finally, we use a
mixed workload using a 50-10-30-10 proportion for reads, inserts,
updates, and scans, respectively. All workloads are generated with
the Zipfian distribution and are based on 200 records that are created
first, followed by the execution of 200 operations on these records
according to the stated proportions.
Figure 10 shows the result of 8 runs after 2 warmup runs as a
comparison between M3v with isolated tiles (łisolatedž), with one
shared tile for all four components (łsharedž), and Linux. The plot
shows the total runtime in seconds split into user and system time.
On Linux, user and system time was obtained by getrusage. On
M3v, time spent by the file system and network stack is considered
system time, whereas the remainder is accounted as user time. For
implementation-specific reasons, time spent by TileMux and the
pager is also accounted as user time on M3v, resulting in more user
time than on Linux. The results depend on the workload, because inserts and updates cause file system writes, whereas scans are memory
intensive. All workloads cause UDP network traffic.
In general, M3v benefits from direct data transfers with the vDTU
as indicated by the microbenchmarks. As before, the results of M3v
with isolated tiles (łisolatedž) cannot be compared to Linux, because
Linux runs on a single tile. We therefore show the results with isolated tiles only for completeness. Placing all components on a single
tile (łsharedž) leads to a slowdown as more components compete

7

RELATED WORK

M3v implements core multiplexing by virtualizing the DTU in the
context of a tiled architecture. We therefore discuss related work for
I/O device virtualization, architectures distributed across physically
separate compute resources, and inter-process communication.
I/O Device Virtualization. Bypassing the kernel has been identified as a key design principle [50] for fully utilizing the performance offered by modern I/O devices [44]. Kernel-bypass also enables application-specific shortcuts for interactions across multiple
devices like streaming data from storage to the network [43]. Contemporary userspace driver libraries like DPDK [7] and SPDK [60] have
evolved into complete system architectures like Demikernel [62].
Naturally, the performance benefits of kernel bypass should be retained when virtualizing devices to share them among multiple
clients. For instance with storage devices, software-based approaches
like SPDK-vhost [61] or MDev-NVMe [49] implement device virtualization by means of dedicated virtualization servers that use
shared memory for communicating with their clients, thus avoiding
the tax of entering and returning from the kernel. However, such
approaches consume a significant amount of CPU resources, as they
have to poll on said memory regions. ELI [24] has demonstrated how
I/O device virtualization can use blocking communication while still
achieving near-native performance by handling interrupts directly
within virtual machines, but supports only direct device assignment
to a single client. Solutions like LeapIO [37] extend the I/O device
with additional hardware to allow secure sharing among multiple
clients. I/O devices later added standard functionality similar to ELI
(called IOMMU posted interrupts) that also allows multiple clients.
To compare the vDTU against SR-IOV, let us establish a M3v-like
system based on SR-IOV: Consider a set of virtual machines (VMs) as
applications. Assume that 1) all these application VMs executes on a
single physical server, 2) each VM is allocated its own SR-IOV NIC instance, 3) the memory accesses of each NIC instance are constrained
by the IOMMU to only access the private memory address space of
the corresponding application, and 4) the system is configured such
that the only means of communication between applications is via
their SR-IOV NIC instances. In such a system, these SR-IOV NIC
instances share several commonalities with vDTU communication
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channels, notably, that they are implemented as replicated state in
hardware, and they provide direct communication between applications, shielding them from each other in the presence of application
multiplexing. The differences are: 1) the SR-IOV channels operate
across PCI, whereas vDTU channels operate across the much faster
network-on-chip, 2) the SR-IOV hardware state is implemented in a
single component (the NIC), whereas vDTU state is distributed (each
vDTU stores state of the applications that execute on the associated
core), and 3) the IOMMU provides full address translation services,
including page table walks and, potentially [36], a page fault protocol,
whereas the vDTU only supports a software-loaded (IO)TLB.

legacy support is imaginable by running a complete Linux on a tile
with restricted access to tile-external resources through the vDTU.
Cache Coherency. Our current prototype does not maintain crosstile cache coherency, which we deem sufficient for typical IoT devices.
However, more complex use cases could benefit from this feature. We
believe that M3v could support cross-tile cache coherency, while still
providing strong isolation between tiles. Building upon our physical memory protection, we could allow cross-tile cache-coherency
traffic only if it conforms to the PMP restrictions of the participating
tiles. In this way, each tile could have private memory areas, but
also share selected memory areas with other tiles. Implementing and
evaluating this idea is left for future work.

Physically Separate Compute Resources. Barrelfish [17] introduced
the multikernel concept, which runs an independent kernel instance
on each core and uses message passing to communicate between
kernel instances. The idea of remote system calls by placing kernel code on dedicated cores was explored by FlexSC [56]. Within
large-scale distributed systems, CapNet [20] has promoted the idea
of using capabilities to manage communication permissions. Similarly, Caladan [58] proposed a distributed capability-based OS for
data centers. Caladan runs a distributed kernel on Smart NICs and
uses RDMA for cross-node communication. M3 and its extension
M3v run a capability-based OS on a tiled architecture, communicate
between tiles via vDTU, and run a controller on a dedicated tile to
setup communication channels.

Accelerator Support. M3v shares the simplified integration between general-purpose cores and special-purpose accelerators with
M3 and M3x, allowing users to easily utilize them in a unified manner.
For example, accelerators can run łautonomouslyž and access OS
services like in M3x. However, M3v focuses on efficient multiplexing
of general-purpose cores and does currently not support multiplexing of accelerators. We believe that accelerators can be multiplexed
remotely as in M3x, but the multiplexing should be implemented by
an OS service on a user tile rather than by the controller. However,
we leave accelerator multiplexing for future work.
Scalability. Our current prototype uses a single instance of the
M3v controller. Although the controller is rarely involved during
runtime and primarily when new activities are set up, it will become
a bottleneck with a large number of user tiles. However, as already
shown by SemperOS [27], M3 can scale to hundreds of user tiles
when employing multiple controller instances. We believe that our
current implementation can be extended similarly.

Inter-Process Communication. Inter-process communication (IPC)
has a long history [18, 21, 25, 32, 34, 38] and exists in different flavors
such as shared memory, pipes, or messages. We focus on messagebased IPC and discuss works related to the vDTU-based message
passing between activities on M3v. Message-based IPC is used in
many microkernel-based systems [16, 26, 32, 35, 57] to exchange
data between otherwise isolated applications and OS services. Early
L4 prototypes [38] transferred messages in CPU registers between
applications, whereas modern L4 systems [32, 35, 57] transfer messages based on pinned pages that are shared between application
and kernel. DLibOS [42] is based on the Tilera architecture [59]
and leverages its intercore messaging facility for IPC between cores
without involving the kernel. Similarly, SkyBridge [45] proposed the
usage of the VMFUNC instruction for kernel-bypassing communication. All these systems implement IPC using standard CPU features
or extensions of the CPU instruction set. In contrast, IPC in M3v
is based on a dedicated and per-core hardware component. Similarly, the MAGIC component of the FLASH multiprocessor [34] is
a dedicated hardware component that allows message passing between cores. However, in contrast to the fixed-function hardware
implementation of the vDTU, MAGIC is implemented in software
on a general-purpose processor. In addition to message passing, M3v
also uses the vDTU to control cross-tile memory accesses, which is
similar to components like NoC-MPU [51] and DPU [23].

8

9

SUMMARY

M3v builds upon M3x but trades some of the isolation and generality of M3x for more efficient core sharing. M3x multiplexes cores
and accelerators with the same mechanism and remotely from a
dedicated core, whereas our work introduces a new approach to
multiplex cores efficiently. M3v improves the multiplexing efficiency
with a core-local multiplexer and by virtualizing the on-chip hardware component for cross-core communication. Our results show
that the additional hardware costs are modest. In comparison to
M3x, M3v achieves a two-fold performance improvement when running workloads with frequent context switches on a single core and
scales almost linearly with the number of cores. However, M3v loses
some isolation in comparison to M3x, because the multiplexer keeps
its state on the same core as the potentially malicious applications.
Finally, we show that M3v exhibits competitive performance in comparison to Linux, even for workloads with frequent context switches.
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DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Legacy Support. Our implementation already employs a port of
the musl [9] C library, which translates Linux system calls to the corresponding API calls of M3v. This approach allowed us to easily run
existing software such as leveldb or libFLAC on our platform. Further
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A ARTIFACT APPENDIX
A.1 Abstract

git clone https://gitlab.com/Nils-TUD/m3bench.git --recursive

The repository contains a README.md with all instructions to build
everything and run the experiments.

Our work studies a hardware/operating-system co-design and therefore requires custom hardware. The artifact contains the hardware
platform in form of bitfiles for the Xilinx VCU118 FPGA. For the
software side, it includes the source code of all M3v components, the
modified Linux kernel we compared M3v against, and all scripts to
run the benchmarks. Executing the scripts will build all required
parts, run the experiments on the FPGA, and produce the plots. For
comparison, the artifact also contains the raw results used for the
plots in this paper. The artifact covers the results of subsection 6.2,
subsection 6.3, and subsection 6.5.

A.5 Evaluation and Expected Results
The expected raw results are contained in the expected-results
directory and can be compared with the raw results produced by
the evaluation in the results directory. For example, the following
commands can be used to compare the results:
tail results/*.dat > res.txt
tail expected-results/*.dat > expected.txt
vimdiff res.txt expected.txt

A.6 Notes

A.2 Artifact Check-List (Meta-Information)

Since the measurements are done on an FPGA platform and involve
networking, small differences between the results reported in this
paper and new runs are expected. For that reason, the plots in this
paper show the standard deviation of the measurements.
Note also that benchmarks will be automatically repeated on
failure, because some occasional failures are unavoidable (e.g., sometimes loading programs onto the FPGA fails due to UDP packet
drops). Additionally, there are still some hardware/software bugs
due to system’s complexity that we have not found yet.

• Program: M3v operating system, Linux, RISC-V PK, buildroot, LevelDB,
and Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB). All are included in the
provided source code.
• Compilation: GCC cross compiler, Rust nightly-2021-04-19, and Vivado
Lab 2019.1. The cross compiler is included and built automatically. The
Rust compiler is downloaded and built automatically.
• Hardware: Xilinx VCU118 Evaluation Board Rev 2.0, a Quad Gigabit
Ethernet FMC Card OP031-1V8 for an additional Ethernet port, and another
machine that is connected to this Ethernet port.
• Execution: The experiments will run for about 1 hour.
• Metrics: We use execution time, latency, and throughput as metrics.
• Output: The scripts produce files with raw numbers and plots. The expected results are included.
• How much time is needed to prepare workflow?: 1 hour
• How much time is needed to complete experiments?: 1 hour
• Publicly available?: The source of the complete software part and the
vDTU and NoC of the hardware part are publicly available. The FPGA
bitfiles are also publicly available.
• Code licenses: M3v is available under GPLv2. Please refer to the LICENSE
file in root directory for the licenses of the other contained components.
• Archived: 10.5281/zenodo.5863686.

A.7 Methodology
Submission, reviewing and badging methodology:
• https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-review-badging
• http://cTuning.org/ae/submission-20201122.html
• http://cTuning.org/ae/reviewing-20201122.html
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